RITU MEHRISH
Author, Leader's Block: How Great Leaders
Recover After They Stumble and Executive
Coach with 20+ years of corporate experience.

Categorie
Leadership

Type
Expert | Thought leader, Keynote speaker

Inzetbaarheid
Conference Speaker, Keynote speaker, Master
class

Thematiek
Leaders cry too!, What women want, From
closets to boardrooms, Leader's block: how great
leaders recover after they stumble

Talen
EN

Afkomstig van
Singapore

Biografie
Ritu Mehrish has 20 years of corporate
experience working globally in companies such
as P&G, GE Capital and GE spin-off Genpact. She
has held several leadership positions in running
global operations and managing client
relationships. In her last role, Ritu ran a
multimillion-dollar business vertical with 1000
people across 8 countries and 5 continents.
Her business and leadership experience has
enabled her to bring in a pragmatic approach to
leadership development. Her client list - Google,

PayPal, Swiss Re, JP Morgan, Applied Materials,
Intel, Knight Frank, Johnson & Johnson, AIA,
Medtronic, SCOR, Deloitte, IKEA, Asia School of
Business and Wharton Executive Education,
highlights the level of expertise she brings to the
leadership topic.
Ritu Mehrish is a woman on a mission to
humanise leadership. She provides a refreshing
and unique perspective on leadership by talking
about the challenges, dilemmas and blocks that
leaders go through in their leadership journey.
Her topic ‘Leader’s Block’ (yes, like writer’s block!)
is very relevant to the leaders today to prepare
them for the future. As per her research and
interviews with hundreds of leaders across the
globe, she found that Leader’s Block is one of the
top reasons for unproductivity and blip in
leadership. But interestingly it’s not talked about
- in fact it didn’t even have a name until now.
For the last 5 years Ritu Mehrish has spoken to
thousands of leaders from Fintech, Technology,
Retail, Banking, Insurance, FMCG, Realestate,
Education Institutes across Asia, Europe,
America. She shares the stories of these leaders,
who have gone through the challenges and
blocks that you are facing, to inspire you and
help you find a little bit of yourself in them.
She speaks about its triggers, impact, symptoms
and ways to overcome it. By talking about
Leader’s Block, she enables leaders to recognize,
acknowledge, overcome it and build leadershipstaying power.
Ritu Mehrish's talk will help unblock leaders
(and their teams) which results in unlocking
their full potential, creating greater engagement,
enhancing productivity and ultimately building
leadership staying-power.
The cost of Leader’s Block (millions of dollars) is
too huge to be ignored. The productivity gains
waiting to be unlocked are too large not to be
taken advantage of.

Book Ritu Mehrish to inspire your employees to
be future ready and build leadership stayingpower. She engages her audience with the
perfect blend of head and heart.
She has lived in multiple countries and now lives
in Singapore with her husband and two young
children.
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